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Abstract 

This paper prcscnts a partial theory of argu- 
ing with preccdcnts in law and illustrates how 
that lhcory supports multiple interpretations 
of a precedent. The theory provides succinct 
contputntional definitions of (1) the most pcr- 
suasive prccedcnts to cite in th.e principal argu- 

ment roles and (2) tl IC most sahent aspects of 
the precedents to emphasize when citing them 
in those roles. Aan extended example, drawn 
from the output of the IIYI’O program, il- 
lustratcs the range of dilfercnt descriptions of 
the same precedent that are supported by the 
theory. I:1ach description focuses on ditferent 
salient aspects of the cast depending on the 
argument conlex 1. 

1 Introduction 

This paper presents a partial theory of arguing with 
precedents in law and illustrates how that theory sup- 
ports multiple interpretations of a precedent. 

The theory provides computationai dehnitions re- 
garding the roles that precedents play in legal argument. 
Specihcatly, succinct dclinitions are provided regarding: 

l Relevant sirnilaritics and tliIferences among cases 

s RZost analogous preccderits 
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l R.otes of precedents in arguments as Cited Cases, 
Distinguished Cases, Counterexamples and Targets 
for IIypotheticals. 

For each argument role, the theory provides defini- 
tions of the best precedents to cite and the features of 
a precedent that are salient when cited in that role. In 
an extended example, we illustrate how the definitions 
of salience focus on different aspects of a precedent de- 
pendin.g on the facts of the problem situation, the role 
the precedent plays in an argument, and the side for 
whom the precedent is cited.. The theory also provides 
rudimentary criteria for evaluating opposing precedent- 
citing arguments. 

The theory has been derived from the experience 

of designing and building the HYPO program, an 
adversarial case-based reasoner described in detail in 
[Ashley 87a]. In effect, HYPO implements the theory. 
Rather than describing the procedures by which IIYPO 
performs the computations, however, here we emphasize 
the theoretical description of legal argument underlying 
the program. At the end of this paper we show how 
the computational defmitions of preccdential argument 
point to ways of improving the theory to support more 
abstract interpretations of a precedent. 

2 Cases and Factors: Some Definitions 
The theory assumes that factors can bc identified for a 
given kind of legal claim. Factors are general collections 
of facts that tend to favor or hurt the plaintiff’s argu- 
ment. They are stereotypical strengths or weaknesses 
commonly observed in legal cases involving that claim. 

Factors are a kind of expert knowledge. When an 
expert attorney analyses a problem, he can be said to 
be determining what legal claims apply to the case and 
what factual strengths or weaknesses the case evidences 
for each of those claims. The IiYPO program.‘s dimen- 
sions are a general framework for representing factors. 

Factors have magnitudes to reflect the fact that a par- 
ticular case may be a more or less extreme example of a 
factor. Each factor has a range of values over which the 
magnitude of the factor may range from case to case. 
The magnitude of a factor should be distinguished from 
its weight. A factor’s weight is some kind of measure 
of the support it tends to a conclusion that the plaintiff 
should win a cla.im. 
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A kctor’s weight in ari argulrlent is highly contextual 

arid cannot be coriveriicnlly silrnmai-ized in a riumeri- 

CA measure. Moreover, cnperls di&r as to the relative 
wcighls of compcling facl,ors. For those reasons, lhc 

theory dots not assign weights to factors a priori. ln- 
stead, the theory allows the prcccdents to determine the 
wcighls 01 the conlpetirlg riLCbOrS symbolically in light ol 
the arguments about how to decide a particular prob- 

ICJJI. 

In this theory of prcccclcntial reasoning, a legal case 
is trcstcd as a historical coilcction of factors, each with 
a particular magnitude, lo which some authoritative de- 
cision maker (i.e., the judge) has assigned an otltcomc, 

either that the plaintim WOH or lost a given legal claim. 
The following notation will make it possible to de- 

scribe factors and cases more succinctly..’ Ilet: 

a E side iri a lawsuit, either plaintiff (2r) or 
dercndan t (5). 

“ OC(Ci) = ?r” means tllC OUtCOIllC 01 C&W Ci 

was for the plaintim. 
F, E Ihe set of all faclors, j, such that jgcner- 
ally favors side s, either plaint8 or defendant, 
10r example: 

FX E the set ol’ all factors, I, that 
generally 1avor plaintim. 
F&T1{/ 1 f gencratty favors delen- 

* . 

& E {j 1 f applies to Ci), (i.e., the set Or att 
factors, j, such that j applies to case c;-) 
@p(S) G OppOJ~Cfl~ 0f Side .9, iO+ eXampIe, 

opp(*) = 6, that is, the opponent of plaintiff is 
defendant. 

For a given factor fk: 

M(f,k,) 5 the maguitudc of factor f” in case 
Ci. 
“iqj~;) > nz(,;j)” means that the magnitude 

of factor j” is greater for t,he plaintiff in case 
ci than it1 case ci. 

‘This paprr employs some symbols from set tbenry and 
logic. The following simple examples illustrate the symbols’ 
meanings. 

Let’s assume that A is the set consisting of the letters a, b, 
and c, that is, .4 = (RLcJ. Let 13 = {ccjg}. The intersection 
of sets A and 11 is A I-I .I3 = (c). The union of sets A and F3 
is A CI B = {abcejg). *l‘hc act-dilferencc between sets ~1 and 
B is A \ B = {ah). I3 \ -4 = {c/g}. 

J,et E = (6~). Set E is a subset or equal to A (i.r., E c .4 
) because either .F = A or every member of E is a member 
of 11. A is not a subset or equal lo E (i.e., A g E ) hecause 
there is at least one member or A, a, that is not a member 
ol E. 

Let G = (~~2). 
Sets A and G are disjoint because the intersection trf A 

and G is the empty set. In symbols, A n G = 8. 
Assume that Ii is a varinblc that stands for some letter. 

The expression, Vii 1 ii E A, means “for all letters, I< Such 
that Ii is a member of set A.” The expression, 31i ( Ii f A, 
means “there exists some letter, li, secb that li is a member 
OC A. 

“V” means or. ‘rA’r means and. 

“ \ ” E set difference. 

CKR E set of all past cases in the case knowl- 
edge base. 

3 Defining Relevant Similarities 
among Cases 

The kcystonc of a theory of reasoning wit,h legal prece- 
dents is a definition of relevant similarities and diffcr- 

enccs among cases. In arguing that a new case should 
bc decided like an old, the old case must have SOJTIF: sim- 
ilarities that are relevant to the justification. In other 
words, the similarities must tend to persuade a decision- 
maker to decide the new case like the old. 

Relevant simitaritics and differences can hc defined 
computationally in terms or factors. 

Relevant similarities between two cases are shared 
factors. The set of relevant similarities, S,,,,, between 
two cases, cl and ~2, is the set of factors the two casts 
share, specifically: 

5 L Cl I=2 = l& r-l rc2 (1) 
In English, the set of relevant similarities betwecrl cases 
cl and c2 is the intersection or the sets of factors that 
apply to each case. 

Intuitively, the relevant similarities are reasons \vh~ 
the two casts should have the same outcome. One case 
was decided because, or in spite, of the factors that 
applied to it. At least sornc of those lactors, the ones 
associated with the relevant similarities, also apply to 
the other case and justify the same outcome. 

The set of relevant, diNerences bctwecn cl and ~2, 
D cl,cl, is defined as follows: (Assume that the outcome 
of cz was in favor or plaintiff.) 

u cf I (f E SCl,Cl) A (~4(fc,) 7 MUC, >)I (2) 

In English, the set or relevant differences is the union 
of three sets, the pro-defendant factors that apply only 
to cl, the pro-plaintiff factors that apply only to c2 and 
the shared factors which favor plaint% more strongly in 

c2 than in cl. 
Itltuitively, the rctcvant dilTerences are reasons why 

the two cases should be decided differently. All of Ihese 
relevant diffcrenccs make cl a wcakcr case for plai&ff 
than ~2. As a result, c2 is a weaker justification in a 
legal argument that plaintifl should win in cl. 

4 Most Analogous Precedents 

The theory defines two senses in which a precedent is 
analogous or “on point” to a problem. 

Cases that are on point are relevantly similar to a 
problem situation. The set 01 cases that are on point to 

a problem, OP, is defined as follows: 

OP E {Ci 1 (Ci E CKB) A (Sp,c; # a)] (3) 
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qy; 3 &,c, (4) 
III IGlglish, tbc scl of r?k:\anl. similarities bctwccrl the 
prohlc:tll situalion and Ci is a supcrsct of the set of rel- 
cvau I, sitnilarit.ics bebwccn the problem and ck, 

CRSCS lhat, arc ntosl OII poinl lo the problem arc the 
most relcvanQ1y similar of all lhc on point casts. The set 
ol most on poin1 cases, AfOr’, is defined as Ihe set of all 
CBSCS, ci, such t,hat for each ci, I,hcre is no on point case 

more on point I,tian Ci. Specifically, AIOP is dcfincd as 
folloWS: 

Afor’ Et 

{Ci 1 (Ci E 01’) A 

(Vc, E 01’ 

((~~,,G n &,“I = q v 

(Sp,c; 2 &I,C‘) v 

iI”JJ,Ci SZ ‘JJ,Ci) * 
Rw cz %Ci))H~ (5) 

In fi;nglish, AIOP is the set of all C~SCS, ci, such that 
Ci is 011 poinl iirld for all other OrI point cases CL, either Ci 
and f:k have 710 sirnihih!s in common With the probkm 
situation or Ci is as or more on point than ck, or ncilhcr 
is more on point lhan the other. 

lntuitiveIy, IIf0 1’ conlains the cases that are candi- 
dates for the best cases to cite for either side in an ar- 
gument how lo decide the problem. Of all the cases in 
the CKB, they are closest in that they share with the 
problem the grcatcst overlap of factual strengths and 
weaknesses as rcprescnted by factors. 

As the definitions of “more on point” and AIOP indi- 
cate, in this theory the rclativc closeness of two cases to 
t,he problem is trot defined in terms of the comparative 
numbers of factors they share with the problem but in 
terms of the relat,ive overlaps of the sets of factors they 
share with Ihe problem. A case that has two similari- 
ties to the problem may be in MOP along with a case 
that has four similarities as long as the relevant similar- 
ities comprise dilferent sets and the smaller set is not a 
proper subset ol the larger. 

5 Roles for Precedents in Legal 
Arguments 

According to the theory, a precedeIh can be cmpl.oyed 
in four roles in a legal argument, as a: 

I. Cited Case to justify a legal conclusion that the 
problem should have the same outcome as the cited 
case. 

2. Distinguished Case to respond to an assertion 
that the problem should have the same outcome as 
the cited case. 

3. Counterexample to respond in another way to an 
assertion that, the problem should have the same 
outcome as the cited case. 

4. Target Case to motivate a hypothelical modilica- 
tion of the problem that will strengthen or weaken 
an argument. 

In each role, different aspects of lhe precedent are 
salient. Salience means strikingness or emphasis. An 
arguer emphasizes different aspects of a precedent dc- 
pending on his viewpoint, either for the plaintiff or the 
defendant, and on the context in which he uses the 
precedent in the argument. 

For each of the argument. roles, the theory allows a 
succinct expression of (1) the best cases in the CKB to 
fill the role as well as (2) the features of a precedent that 
are salient when used in that role. In the expressions, 
the following abbreviations are employed: p stands for 
the problem situation, cc is the cited case, dc is the 
distinguished case, cex is the counterexample and ,t is 
the target. 

The main thing to notice about these admittedly com- 
plicated expressions is that in defining the features of a 
precedent that are salient, the expressions take context 
into account. They contain terms that reflect the facts 
of the problem situation, the side on whose behalf one 
argues, the role that a precedent plays in the argument 
and the facts of other cases in the CKB. This is the key 
to the theory’s ability to support multiple interpreta- 
tions of a given precedent. 

5.1 Cited Case 

The basic role for precedents in legal arguments arc as 
cited cases. Although any on point case could rcason- 
ably be cited in support of a side, some precedents are 
better to cite than others. 

The best cases in the CKB for a side to cite in sup- 
port of its position are certain most on point casts whose 
out,comes favored that side and with respect to which 
there are no better cases for the opponent to cite as 
countcrcxamples. The opponent’s better cases, if any, 
are referred to as trumping counterexamples. More con- 
ciscly, the set of best casts for a side a to cite, RCC,, 
is defmed as follows: 

RCC, G 

{Ci 1 (Ci E MOl’) A 

(Vi I ((.I’ E I;;) A (.fi E qJ,c;))) A 

(~fxq?,(“),C, = VI (6) 

In the definition of RCC,, II’CX,,,(,),,i is the set or 
trumping counterexamples to ci that the opponent of s 
can cite. Tn lZ;nglish, th.e set of best cases to cite for a side 
.q is the set of cases, ci, such that ci is a most on point 
case and ci shares some factor with the problem that 
favors side a and there is no trumping counterexample 
to Ci for 8’s opponent to cite. 

A trumping counterexample is a case with the op- 
posite outcome that has all the cited case’s similarities 
and then some. This kind of counterexample “trumps” 
the cited case. It is more OJ~ point than the cited case 
because it has more (in the sense of a superset of) rcle- 
vant similarities to the problem. As such, it is a better, 
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more persuasive case I.han lhc: cited case that favors the 
opponerlt. hQ0re S~>CCifiCili~~, the scl of trumping coun- 
tcrc:xamp1cs, ‘I’CS,,,,, I,hiLl c:iLfl bc cited by a side, 3, in 
response to a case, cc, cited by s’s oppor~cr~l, is Mined 
as follows: 

TCS,,,, E 

{Ci ( (Ci E nmp)A 
(OC(Ci) = 3) A 
Pfw 3 %-!)I (7) 

In English, the set of all cases that a side .Y can cite as 
trumping counterexnmplcs to a cited case cc is the set 
or all most on point cases, rIi+ sttdt that the outcome of 
ci favors J and ei is more on point than cc. The salient 
fcn~urcs of a precedent playing the role of a cited case 
are its relevant similarilics to the problem siluation: 

spp = I$ r-l FCC (8) 
In tiling a case, an arguer should crnphasizc thcsc sirn- 
ilarilies bccausc they justify the same outcome in the 
problem as in the cited case. 

A major difference bctwcen arguing with [actors and 
casts and arguing with factors alone can be tlemon- 
stratecl by the fact that a cited case’s salient features 
include not only the shared factors that favor a con- 
clusion that the plaintifT should win but also those that 
favor a conclusion that the plaintiff should lose. Iran ar- 
guer onIy knew factors, but tto specific cases, he might 
argue for a side by emphasizing only factors favoring 
that side and ignoring factors that did not. With a 
specific case that combined the competing faclors, the 
arguer has persuasive cvidcncc that the current dispute 
should be dccidcd the same way as the precedent even 
though there are cornpeling [actors that favor the op- 
posite outcome. 

5.2 Distinguished Case 

‘[‘he basic way aI responding to a cited case is by dis- 
tinguishing it. Sstinguishing points 011~ the relevant 
dXerences between it and the cited case as a way ol 
arguing that the problem should be decided direrently. 

l’he best cases for a side 3 to distinguish are the best 
cases that the opponent can r:ile, BCC,,,(,). 

The salient features ol’ a precedent, dc, that 9 should 
cmphacize in distinguishing it are the relevant direr- 
ences from S’S viewpoint between the problem and the 
distinguished case, Dp,dc, as defined in expression 2. 

5.3 Counterexample 

Another way of responding to a cited case is by citing 
another precedent as a counterexample lo it. ‘l’here are 
four kinds of counterexamplcs in this theory. Each kind 
of counterexample involves a case that ,is “contrary” to 
the cited case in the sense that it had the opposite out- 
come, focuses on a dinerent set of salient features and 
can be used to disparage the impact of the cited case. 
The four kinds of counterexamples, expressions delining 
them and the associated salient Features are as follow: 

Thumping Counterexample: a conlrary c:as(: that 
has Inore (in lhe sense ofa superset of) relevant similari- 
tics to the problem than the cited case. Trumping coun- 
tercxamplcs have been defined above in expression 7. 
The salient features d a trumping counterexamplc, the 
ones that a side will emphasize in describing the coun- 
terexample, are the extra sirnilaritics lhat it shares with 
the problem that the cited case does not, specifically: 

sp,ce, \ Sp,ce (9) 
An argument citing a trumping counterexample says, 

in clrect, 6hat when the extra similarities are takc:n into 
account, the cited case should not be followed. 

Partial Counterexample: a contrary CilS(! that 
has the same set of similarities to the problem as the 
cited case or some nonempty subset of them. A partial 
counterexample shows, some what more weakly than 
a trumping counterexample, that the shared similar- 
ities do not always lead to the same outcome as the 
cited case. The set of partial countercxamplcs that can 
be cited by a side, .9, in response to a cited case, cc, 
I’ c s l,cc is rlcfined as follows: 

PCs-,$, E 

{Ci ] (Cj E OZ’) A 

(OC(c;) = a) A 

(Sp,e; l-l ~&C # Q)) A 

(Sp,e; c %,cc)l (LO) 

In English, the set of all cases that a side .Y can cite as 
partial counterexamplcs to a cited case cc is the set oI 
all cases, ci, such that the outcome of ci favors s and c; 
shares some of the same factors with the problcrn as cc. 

The salicrtt leatures or a partial counterexample are 
the similarities that both counterexample and cited case 
have to the problem, that is: 

s p,cez f-l qT,cc (Sp,ces c SW) 

Boundary Counterexample: a contrary case 
which is an extreme example of some factor, I’, that 
both is a relevant similarity between the problem and 
the cited case and lavored the winner of the cited case. 
The set of boundary countcrexamples that can be cited 
by a side, 3, in response to a cited case cc, BCS.,,,, is 
defined as follows: (Assume that s is the plaintilr and 
thab defendant non the cited case.) 
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H c s ,,ea = 
{Cj 1 ('lC(Cj) = t9) A 

(Cj E 01') A 

(Vi I (J' E K,,(.)) A 

(f' E ~&x) A 

(J' E %,Cj) A 

VW:,) > W,))H (1-I) 

In Fhglish, the set of all casc:s that a side 4 can cite as 
boundary c:ountcrc:xarl~plcs to a cited ca,sc cc is the set 
Of all On point CiMCS, Cj 1 SUCII that the OUtCOllle Of Cj 

l’awrs .9 and there is SOIIIC fnctor, J’, SUCK that cj and 
cc share j’ with the problem, and the magnitude of f’ 
in Cj is greater in filVOr of 4’5 opponent than in cc. 

Icor a given boundary collntc:rexanlple, CUE, the salient 
kati~rcs m-e the factor, j’, of which the countercxample 
is a more trxtrcrnc example than the cited case and the 
relative mngnit.ucfes of J’ in the countcrexamplc and 
the cited cast:. Hy crrrphasixing that the: plaintifl won 
dcspi te that fact that the c:ourlterexarrlplc was worst 
her the plainlifT along factor f’ than the citecl cast, a 
boundary countcrcxarnple tends to show that I’ is not 
a very significant factor. 

Potentially Trumping Counterexample: a con- 
t.rary case that would be a good coun tcrexarnplr: with 
which lo trump the cited case ij the probhn had ccr- 
lain acldil~ional faclors. l’ol,entially trumping Co~r~lerex- 

amples identiCy ways to strengthen or weaken a side’s 
argurncnt. They make good targets for hypothetical 
rnodikcations of t,he problem in which the the potential 
countcrexa.nrple would be a real trumping countcrcxarn- 
plc to a given cited case. ‘x‘l ic set of potentially lrump- 
ing c:o~rrrtcrcxarnplcs tllilt can be cited by a side, d, in 
rcspcrnse lo R tiled cam, cc, PTCX, ee is rlef111cf1 as roi- 
lows: (Let pear denote a hypotheiical variant of the 
probtcrn.) 

I’Y’CS,,,, G 

{Cj 1 (C)C(C~) = S) A 

(3P”ur I (SpVflr,Cj 3 ‘p,CC)) (12) 

In English, the set of all cases that a side a can cite as 
trumping countcrexamplcs to a cited case cc is the set 
of all cases, cj, such that the outcome of cj favors R and 
there is some hypothetical variant of the problem, puor, 
such that cj is more on point with respect to p7mr than 
cc. In IIYI’O, we have identified a number of heuris- 

t,ic:s for hypothetically modifying a problem situation to 
generate pear. See [R.&land 861 for more information. 

The salient features of a potential countercxarnple are 
the extra sintilaritics between it and the hypothetical 
variant of the problem (paar), namely: 

s pvo.r,cez \ Sp,ee 
‘L’hese salient features are the differcncc between the 
problem situation and a ltypothctically modified prob- 
lcrn in which a side’s arsenal ol’cases to cite is strength- 
cncd by the addil,ion oFa new trumping conntcrcxarnple. 

5.4 Target for Hypotheticals 

A final role of a precedent in this theory 1s as the tar- 
get of a hypothetical modillcation of the problem that 
would strengthen or weaken the plaintifr’s position. The 
salient features of a case that is a target for a hypothct- 
ical va&Lion of another case to be modified (c - mod) 
are those ractors in I;; \ F’,-,,n that are added, or those 

factOrS iIl Sc--mod,l whose magnitudes are changed, to 
make the hypothetical more like or more extreme than 
the target. 7’11~ set 01 target&s for hypothetical modifica- 
tions of the problem depend on what the hypothetical 
is designed to accomplish. For example, the set of po- 
tentially trumping countercxamples, PII’CX,,,,, is the 
set ol targets for hypotheticals in which side R has a 
stronger response against cc with new counterexamples 
to cite. 

6 Evaluating Precedential Arguments 

The theory pcrniits evaluating competing precedential 
arguments to a limited extent. 

With respect to the ability to cite precedents, a side, 
J, has a stronger argument if: 

1.1 neither HCC, nor HCC,,,,t,) are empty then both 
sides can make strong arguments. 

The theory’s evaluation criterion assesses the relative 
qualitative ,strengths of an argument. The theory does 
not resort to L’non-lcgal” cril,eria for assessing argument 
strength such as connting prcccdents on both sides. On 
the other hand, the .theory does not take into account 
criteria like the recentness of precedents or the pedigrees 
01 the deciding courts. Such commonly used legal crite- 
ria could be incorporated into the theory, for example, 
to break ties between equally balanced arguments. 

7 Extended Example 

The theory’s expressions determine the features of a 
past cast that are sabent when the cast is cited in the 
four argument roles. IIYPO, which implements the the- 
ory, tailors its descriptions of a precedent to emphasize 
the features, specifically factors, that are salient depcnd- 
ing on the precedent’s argument role and the viewpoint 
the program takes, for plaintim or defendant. 

Figiire 1 shows a representative sample of the variety 
of descriptions that IIYPO generates for a single case 
in its knowledge base depending on the argument role 
and context. The extended example illustrates how the 
theory’s expressions for salience apply to generate these 
diverse descriptions of the precedent, the Dafa General 
case. For each of the argument roles, we will work out 
the salient features of Data General applying the de& 
nitions of the previous section. These descriptions are 
excerpted from the complete a-ply arguments actually 
generated by IIYPO shown in Figures 2 through 4. The 
arguments involve the cases and factors illustrated in 
Figures 5 and 6. For convenience, the cases are summa- 
rized abstractly in terms of an outcome, a set of applica- 
ble factors, and the magnitudes of those factors. For a 
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more car~iplctc~ description of how IIYI’O gcneralcs the 
arguments, see [r\hhley 87a,Ashlcy 87h,AshIcy Ma]. 

As the dcscriptious of 1,hc Data Gen.cral c:asc illus- 
I rate, IIYPO ernphasixos various asper:ts of the casf!, 
sornctinies focusing 011 similarities, somctimes dilrcr- 
Ctlc:es, sometiincs factor magnit.udes, sornctirncs factors 
significant bccansc lliey do riot8 apply. 

Cited Case: Figure 1, No. I shows how IIYPO &- 

scribes tlic /Iala General c:asc: as cited case (cc), where 
thc problem situation (p) is that of the Crou~n Isdrr~- 
fries case of Figure 6. IJsing equation I, t11e set oTsalicrtt 
features are: 

s C~omn,Dai&lenarnl = {f’P} l-l (f’lZ) = {I’} 
Consequently, I IYl’O’s description of the D&a General 
case in No. 1 cmphasizcs ,I’ and ignores j2. Iutuibively, 
this tnakes sense. To call attention to f2 at this poiut 
would not be tactically sound since Jz is not a rclc- 
vant similarity hut a relevant difl&euce (i.e., it is a pro- 
plaintifl factor that 7Iafa Getteral cioes not share with 
the problem.) It is rip to the dt:Tcndatr t to point, out the 
dimerenccs (which IIY I’0 dots in distinguishing. SW 
Figure 2.) 

Note that 1lYPO prcl’accs t11c description in No. I 
with the word “I3vcn though” in recognition or the fact 
t,hat although J’ is a relevant similarity, plaintill% dis- 
closures to outsiders are not normally reasons for dccid- 
ing in plaintir’s favor. llad tlicre bceri sonic relevant 

similarities that Iavoretl t11c plaintiIT, for example, that 
the plaintin had taken substantial precautions to sccurc 
its secrets, IIYPO would have, stated them Iirst. ‘I’hat is, 
lIYP0 would say, “Whcrc: plaintiff took substantial sc- 
curity precautions, EYC~I t8hough: plaintilf cIisclosed its 
product information to outsiders, plaintiff should win 

7, . . . 
Distinguished Case: T11c salient features in distirr- 

guishing a case a.rc the rclcraut diffcrenccs between the 
problem and the distinguished case, Dp,dc. Figure I, No. 
2 shows how ILYI’O describes the Data General case as 
a distinguished case (dc), whcrc the problem situation 
(p) again is the Croafl cast. Making the substitutions 
for 6he three tcrrns in definition 2 of relevant diflerenccs: 

(&mm \ ~7DataGenernt) l-l I;a = {W} \ 
{fY) n 6 = {PI 

Q, VW~alaGeneral) 3 wLJ,,1 (6000 dis- 
closures is worse, not bcttcr, for plaintiff than 
7 disclosures.) 

Taking the union of the terms yields the set of salient 
differences between the Cro~rn case and Data General, 
D Crown,DataGcneral: 

{PI u if21 u QI = {f3f21 
HYPO recites these differences in No. 2 of Figure 1. 

The difI’erences tend to explain away the outcome in 
Dais General and show that the Croen case need not 
have the same result. Pigurc 2 shows the complete ar- 
gument. 

Nolc that the analysis allows IIYI’O to select those 
differences in factor magnitudes that are salient in a 
given context. Although the magnitudes of Data Gen- 
era/ and Groan along f’ arc different, IIYPO sensibly 
dots not call attention to this difTcrence. The dilrerertce 
dots not help, indeed it, hurts, the defendant’s argument. 
Crown is much stronger for plaintiff than Dais General 
in t,crrns of the numbers of disclosures to outsiders. 

‘l’tic analysis also allows IIYPO to point out those 
factors that are salient in a context because they do 
nof apply to a case. For example, in the coutext ol 
distinguishing Dais General, f’ is signilicant because 
it does not apply to Data General. The importance of 
this LLnon-feature” becomes apparent only in Light of the 
process of distinguishing Data General from Crown. 

Counterexample: FigllFe 1, No. 3, shows how 
IIYPO ticscribes the Dafa General case as a trumping 
and bouudary counterexample (cex). Jlere, the problem 
situation (p) is a variant of th.e Crown case in which 
all 7 disclosrrrcs to outsiders were subject to confiden- 
tiality restrictions (i.e., I;i-,O,,,n--l)a, = (/‘J2f3) and 

~whJ?*,n-va, ) = 7 ) and the cast cikd for the defen- 
dant (cc:) is the Midland Ronr case ol Figure 6. (The 
complete argument is shown in Figure 4.) l‘he salient 
features when used as a trunrping countcrcxarnplc are 
(from expression 9): \ 

{f9’1\ {PI = {f”) 
In the first sentence of No. 3, IIYPO cites Data Gen- 
era1 as a counterexample to trump Midland Rosa and 
emphasizes the extra similarities that led to the oppo- 
site result in Uafa General: namely f2. 

When used as a boundary counterexample, the salient 
feature of Ijala General is J’, because, I’ satisfies the 
requirement of dclinition 11: 
[f’ f r;b]A[f’ E 7 L Clorun-var,nlidland]A[n'~(f~*idlnnd) > 

Tn the second sentence of No. 3, HYPO cites Data Gcn- 
eral as a boundary countercxample, emphasizing the 
fact that the plaintiff won in Dafa Generaleven though 
it was a worse case than Crown in terms of disclosures 
to outsiders (6000 outsiders versus 7). 

Target for Hypothetical: Figure 1, No. 4, shows 
how IIYPO describes the L’ala General cast: used as 
a target for a hypothetical modificatiou of the Crou~n 
case with the result that Dafa General would become 
a countcrexample with which to trump Midland ROSJ. 
‘The complete argument where HYPO makes this sug- 
gestion is shown in Figure 3. The salient fcaturc of 
Data Genera/ in this context is the extra factor, fs 
(i-e., 1’; \ c-mod = (FDaloGeneral \ 67roquun) n pr = 

{fW \ {JV3) n r= = {f2).) 

The example has illustrated how IIYPO tailors a dc- 
scription of a precedent to suit alternative viewpoints, 
argument roles, problem situations, and the presence of 
other casts in the CKB. The interpretation of a partic- 
ular precedent is flexible. Par each context, the theory 
specifics the features of the precedenl that arc salient. 
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I. As Case Cited by Plaintiff: 
Where: Even I.hough: 1’laintifT disclosed ils prod- 
uct, informal.ion to outsiders, plain tiff should win a 
claim for trade sccrcts Illisappropriatiorl. 
Cite: Dala General 

2. As Case Distinguished by Defendant: 
I)ata General is distinguishable because: 
Tn Crown Jndustrics, I’laintiff disclosed its product, 
information in negotiations with defendant. Not so 

in Data General. 
Tn J)ata General, plaintiff’s disclosures to outsiders 
were restricted. Not so in Ckown Jnduslries. 

3. As Counterexamples Cited by Plaintiff: 

Trumping: 
1)ata Gcricral is more on point [than Midland 
lkss] and held ror plaintiff where it was also 
tht: case tha1: plaintilf’s disclosures to out- 
siders were rcstrictcd. 

Boundary: 
Data General held for plaintilT even though in 
Data General plwinI.iff disclosed ib product in- 

formation to nlorc outsiders than in Midland 
R.oss . 

4. As Target Case for Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff’s response would be strengthened iC: plain- 
tiff’s disclosures to outsiders were restricted. Cf. 
Data General. 

7. Is l,yl IT 1: Descriptions of IIda Gcnernl Case in Four 
Argument Contexts 

==> J’OINI’ for l’1,AlN’I‘IF’I~‘ as Side-l: 
W1115R.E: 
J3VEN ‘L’JlOUGIl: l’laintilf disclosed its prodwl infor- 
mation to outsiders. 
PLAINTIFF sl10111d win a claim for ‘1’R.A DE- 
SECR.ETS-MIS.4 I’l~‘1LOl’ILlI\‘J’JON. 
Cl’I.‘E: Data General Corp. V. Digital Computer Con- 
trols Jnc. 357 A.Zd 106 (lkl. Ch. 1975). 

<== RKSPONSE for l’)EI~‘TI~NDANT as Side-2: 
Data General Corp. V. l)igit,al Cornputcr Conlrols Tnc. 
is distinguishable because: 
In Crown Industries, l’laintilf disclosed its product in- 
formation in negotiations with defendant. Not so in 
Data General. 
In Data General, plaintiff’s disclosures to outsiders were 
restricted. Not so in Crown Industries. 

==> POINT for DEFENDAN’T as Side-l: 
WHERE: Plaintiff disclosed its product informalion to 
outsiders. 
DEFENDANT should win a claim for TRADE-- 
SECitJi;‘TS-EvlIShPPI~OPRIATION. 
ClTE: h3idland--Ross Corp. V. Sunbeam Equipmcnl 
Corp. 316 I:. Supp 171 (W.D. Pa., 1970). 

<== ItESPONSE for PLAINTIFF as Side-2: 
Midland-Ross Corp. V. Sunbeam Equipment Corp. is 
distinguishable because: In Midland-Ross, plaintilf dis- 
closed its product information to more outsiders than 
in Crown Industries 
COUNTEREXAMPLES: Data General Corp. V. Dig- 
ital Computer Controls Inc. 357 h.2d 105 (Del. Ch. 
1975), held for PLAINTIFF even though in Data Gcn- 
era1 plain tiff disclosed its product information to more 
OII tsiders than in Midland-Ross Corp. V. Sunbeam 
Equipmcnl Corp.. 

==> 1tEBUTTA.L for DEFENDANT as Side- I: 
Data Genera1 Corp. V. Digital Computer Controls Inc. 
is distinguishable because: In Crown Industries, Plain- 
tiff disclosed its product information in negotiations 
with defendant,. Not so in Data General. In Data Gen- 
eral, plaint,ilf’s disclosures to outsiders were restricted. 
Not so in Crown Industries. 

NO’TE: PLAINTIFF’s response would be strenglhened 
il: Plaintiff’s disclosures to outsiders were restricted. 
Cf. Data Gcncral Corp. V. Digital Computer Conlrols 
Inc. 357 R.2d 105 (Del. Ch. 1975) 

Figure 3: Data General Cited as Boundary and J’o- 
teritially Rlorc-On-Point Counterexalnples in Argument 
ahill. Crown Case 

==> REBUTTAT, for I’I,AlN’l’lFl~ as Side-l: None. 

Figure 2: Citing and Distinguishing Dala Gen- 
eral where CF‘S is the Groan Case 
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=I> POTN’L’ for DEFI~~NI~I\N’I‘ as Side-l: 
WllER.l3: J’lainlifr discloscrl its producb information to 
outsiders. 
I)lCFENL)AN’l’ should win a claim for ‘l’Il.h11G- 
SI;;CIZETS-MISAl’Pl~.OI’~tlA’.l~ION. 
Cl’l’l? Midland-Ross Corp. V. Sunbeam Equiptnerrt 
Corp. 316 F‘. Supp 171 (W.1). Pa., 1970). 

<== RESI’ONSE for I’l.,ATN’I’IFF as Side-2: 
hlidland-R.oss Corp. V. Sunbeam Equipment Corp. is 
distinguishable because: 
In h!lidland-R.oss, plaintilf disclosed its product inforrna- 
lion to more outsiders than in Crown Industries Variant. 
COUNTE;RIXRMPI.,J~S: 
Data General Corp. V. IXgital Computer Controls Inc. 
357 A.Zd 105 (l>cl. Ch. 1975), is more on point and 
held for PLAZNTTFF’ wlrcrc it, was also the case that: 
l’laintilf’s disclosures to outsiders were restricted. 
Data General Corp. V. 1)igital Computer ConLrols Inc. 
357 h.Zd 105 (Del. Ch. 1975), held for I’LAlNl’IFF 
even though in Data Ccncral plaintiff disclosed its prod- 
uct information to more outsiders than in hlidland-R.oss 
Corp. V. Sun beam Equiprr~cnt Corp. 

==> R.EBU’r?‘AI, for I.)l<1;15NDAN’I’ as Side-J: 
Data General Corp. V. Digital Computer Controls Inc. 
is distinguishable because: In Crown Industries Vtiri- 
ant, PlaintilT disclosed its product information in ncgo- 
tiations with dcfcndanl.. Not so in Data General. 

Figure 4: Data General Cited as Trumping and Round- 
ary Countcrexamplcs in Argument about Variant of 
Crown Case 

j1 E Secrets-lkclosed-Outsiders (Helps defendant 
to extent that plaintiff has disclosed secrets to 
outsiders) 

(4 

J2 s Outsider-Disclosures-Restricted (IIclps plaintim 
(x) if all disclosures to outsiders are confidential) 

f3 E Disclosure-in-Negotiations (Helps defendant (6) if 
plaintiff disclosed secrets to defendant in negotiations) 

Figure 5: Three Sample Factors 

Crown Industries 
Outcome: Defendant won 
Factors: { f’f’ ) 
Magnitudes: 
Rl(j&,,,,) = disclosures to 7 outsiders 

Midland Ross 
Outcome: Defendant won 
Factors: { f ’ } 
Magnitudes: 

Az(fi&idlaadRons ) = disclosures to 100 outsiders 

Data General 
Outcome: Plaintiff won 
Factors: ( f’j’ } 
Magnitudes: 

Wjh alaGenera,) = cl 1 isc osures to 6000 outsiders 

WfmaGeneral ) = all disclosures restricted 

Crown Industries - Variant 
Outcome: Defendan 1, won 
Factors: { f’J2j3 > 
Magnitudes: 

w&“,,m-.a, ) = disclosures to 7 outsiders 

w&o”Jm--vbl ) = all disclosures restricted 

Figure 6: Four Sample Cases 

8 Factor Weights 

The theory does not have a numerical method for assign- 
ing weights to factors, but then neither do attorneys. 
lIegal experts may believe that a certain factor is gener- 
ally more important than another factor, but they rarely 
assign numerical weights or probabilities to express the 
difference and they always are aware of the possibilit,y 
that in some combinations of factors and magnitudes, 
the opposite may be true, the usually minor factor rna3 
be more significant. 

The theory does enable a symbolic method for deal- 
ing with weights of competing factors. See [Ashtcy 8&J. 
One principal reason why attorneys cite precedents is to 
argue that one factor is more important than another. 
To illustrate, suppose that attorneys had only factors 
with which to analyze new problem situations but no 
precedents. Although one could analyze, for example, 
the variant of the Crown case (where FC,,,,,,nL--V(LT = 
(flf2ja) ) and find that j1 and f~ favor defendant while 

fi favors the plaintiff, one could not resolve the conflict. 
With cases indexed by factors and using the defini- 

tions provided in the theory, one can do more. One 
can cite a precedent that has a similar combination of 
competing factors and argue that the same outcome 
should apply. Specifically, IIYPO cites Dofa General 
as a precedent with similar competing factors lo show 
that the conflict should be resolved in favor of plaintiff. 
In other words, Data General can be used to support 
an argument that jz is more importanl (i.e., has more 
weight) than fl in the Crown case variant. Of course, 
that is not the end of the argument. One may argue 
that Data General does not show that at all, because 
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Point for Side- I, the de~cndant: 

Ijcfendant cites Midland-Ross for the proposition 
that, after disclosing its information to outsiders 
(factor jl), plaintiff Crown could no longer satisfy 
Ihc %m!Cy” element ol a trade secrets misappro- 
priat,ion claim. 

R.esponse for Side- 2, the plaintiE 

l’laintilf responds that it does not riced to satisfy 
any Secrecy element because the Court in Daia 
General relaxed the Secrecy requirement. If plain- 
lilf in Uata Genernl has a Secret after disclosing its 
information to as many as 6000 people (factor jl), 
Crown has a Secret after disclosing to only seven. 

Rebuttal for Side--I, the defendant: Vata General 
does not relax the requirement of Secrecy. Plain- 
tiff’s information was still a Secret despite t,he dis- 
closures (Factor j,) b ecause the disclosecs agreed 
to maintain confidentiality (Factor ji). 

Figure 7: Argument Pitting Conflicting Theoretical ln- 
tcrpretations of nala General. (Not currently sup- 
ported by the theory or HYPO.) 

there is another factor at work in the Crown variant, 
j;, which favors defendant and was not present in Ua6a 
Gencrul. IIere, the salient feature about Data General 
is that it does not have ja. That is a lair response, the 
kind that IIYPO performs and that the theory’s defini- 
tions of salience capture quite well. See Figure 4. 

Another way that attorneys deal symbolically with 
weighting factors is to provide a theoretical rational- 
ization that a factor is or is not important in terms 
of a technical definition ol a claim or an element of a 
clilirrl. Although there are a variety of definitions of a 
t,raclc secret, everyone’s definition includes the clement 
of Secrecy (Ilere, the upper case in “Secret” indicates 
a technical legal elerneut, not the common sense term.) 
The defendant in the Grown case would be expected to 
assert that every plaintiff must show as a necessary el- 
ement of its trade secrets claim that the alleged trade 
secret is a Secret. The defendant would argue that, by 
virtue of factor jl, the plaintiff fails to show that it had 
a Sccrel. Figure 7 shows two interpretations of the Daln 
Gr:nr:ruIcasc that might play a role in the argument. By 
way of response, plaintiff cites nata General. PlaintiPs 
theory of Dahz Generalis that it shows that factor jl is 
simply not important in Crown. Factor jI is so extreme 
in n&a General, there were disclosures to so many out- 
siders, that the court, in effect, relaxes the requirement 
of a Secret. Thus, plaintilf’s rationale continues, a tnere 
seven disclosures to outsiders, as in CTOUJR, does not 
matter. Defendant would take a different view of the 
Data Generalcase and its ramifications for the require- 
ment of Secrecy. Defendant’s theory of Dais Genera/ is 
that it does not show any relaxing of the requirement of 
Secrecy, only that factor j2 preserves the Secret despite 
factor jl. 

9 Multiple Interpretations of 
Precedents 

In each of the alternative interpretations of Data Gen- 
eral in Figure 7, the arguer employs a theoretical de- 
scription to justify an assertion that a particular salient 
difference between a case and a counterexample is or is 
not important to the outcome. The arguer interprets or 
reinterprets the case’s significance to make it consistent 
with his desired conclusion. 

The example suggests both a promising way to im- 
prove the theory and HYPO and a troublesome caveat. 
By (1) identifying elements of a claim, (2) providing a 
simple link between an element, like Secrecy, and factors 
affecting it, and (3) ’ p Im roving the program’s semantics 
for comparing a factor’s magnitudes in cases (i.e., recog- 
nizing extreme differences), the theory atid the program 
could support a more sophisticated kind of precedential 
argument. With these additions, the argument in Fig- 
ure 7 would be derivable from the information already 
generated by the theory’s expressions for counterexam- 
ples and salience. 

The caveat is that even this simple extension of the 
theory opens a whole new range of alternative interpre- 
tations of a precedent. As we have seen, even under 
the existing theory, there is no one explanation of what 
a precedent stands for. Consider the alternative inter- 
pretations of Data General in Figure 1. By increasing 
the level of abstractions available for describing a prcce- 
dent, the range of alternative interpretations expands. 
Credit assignment is even tougher. A precedent may be 
interpreted not only in terms of different symbolic as- 
signments of weight to competing factors but different 
technical rationalizations explaining those assignments. 
To complicate matters, for any given claim, there usu- 
ally are a number of competing alternative authoritative 
formulations of the elements and, for any given prece- 
dent, the rationale applied by the deciding judge is only 
one, not ncccssarily binding, interpretation. 

As WC knowledge engineers build theoretical represen- 
tations for expressing what aiprecedent stands for, we 
need to design systems that support multiple interpreta- 
tions of a precedent. We can no more state definitively 
what a precedent stands for than provide definitive rule- 
like definitions of a claim and its elements. The multi- 
plicity of interpretatious of what a precedent stands for 
is the companion problem to the problem of the open 
texture of legal predicates examined by [Gardner 871. 
On the one hand, the cases provide meanings to the el- 
ements and rules. On the other, even simple arguments 
citing cases like those of Figure 7illustrate just how slip- 
pery those elements are and how much freedom there is 
to reinterpret cases to suit a conclusion. 

If arguments show how complex a phenomenon rea- 
soning with precedents is, they also impose some con- 
straints on multiple iuterpretations of precedents. We 
are not interested in representing every theoretical in- 
terpretation of a precedent, but only those that can help 
win an argument framed by a specific dispute, facts, and 
precedents to cite. The salient factual differences, as 
defined in the theory, are the oues that need explaining 
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and drrve the technical ratiorlalization. Thus, the the- 
oretical analysis with filCi.OrS using the compulational 
definitions of signilicancc and salience, argument con- 
text, and coI]rltcrexarrlplcs, can frame the issue and fo 
cus a mechanical reasoner on the salient diIfercnces to 
rationalize. 

I\ more sophisticated theory of arguing with prece- 
dents will incorJ)orale olhcr constraints on muhiple in- 
terpretations of precedents, such as: 

l 

0 

0 

l 

a 

10 

Posing hypotheticals, as the Supreme Court does, 
to eliminate alternative interpretations of a prece- 
dent [Rissland 86,Ashley 87a]. 

Applying strategic argument planning to select in- 
terpretations, for example, that do not detract from 
other parts of ones argument. See, for example, 
[McCuire 811. 

Preferring interpretations that are not inconsistent 
with common sense meanings of elements or legal 
predicates. Set [Gardner 871. 

Selecting inlerprctations that are consistent, if no6 
with all prior cases, at least with important favor- 
able cases or those cited by ones side in an argu- 
ment or not consistent with those cited by the op- 
ponent. See [McCarty 821. 

Selecting interpretations that are “standard” in 
the sense that there is widespread consensus about 
what a cast stands for, like the moral of a classic 
tale. See [Owens 881. 

Conclusion 

The theory provides succinct computational definitions 
of (1) the most persuasive precedents to cite in the prin- 
cipal argument roles and (2) the most salieut aspects 
of the precedents to emphasize when citing them in 
those roles. The theory is accurate enough to permit 
the JIYI’O program, which implements it, to generate 
reasonable legal arguments. 

‘The theory supports multiple interpretations of a 
prcccdent. The extended example has illustrated the 
range of different descriptions of the same precedent 
that are possible under the theory. Each description 
focuses on different salient aspects of the case dcpend- 
ing on the argument context. 

Efforts to expand the theory to accomodate more so- 
phisticated kinds of legal argument should not abandon 
the goal of accomodating alternative interpretations of 
what a precedent stands for. 
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